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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 1 be a fixed rational prime number. We denote the ring of rational l-adic 
integers by Z, , and the rational Z-adic field by Q, . For any ring R (always with 
a 1) we denote the group of units of R by Ii*. 
For a finite group r, FrGhlich has defined a group Det(Br~*) (cf. p. 383 of [ZJ). 
We give a precise definition of this group below, though essentially Det(&I’*) 
can be thought of as the reduced norms of units of the local group ring &r. 
This group plays a vital role in the description of various classgroups of modules 
over ZI’. The aim of this paper is to give a new and beautiful description of 
Det(&P) in terms of an “integral logarithm” obtained by use of Adams 
operations. In particular this description will enable us to answer certain 
questions concerning the Galois cohomology of such groups. This is very 
important because such cohomological questions play a crucial part in trying 
to describe the Galois module structure of rings of integers (cf. (13)). 
Before we can proceed to state the main theorems and give the new logarithmic 
description, we must introduce the concept of a Galois order over Zr , and then 
define Det(&r*). 
Let K/Q be a finite, unramified extension, let OK be the ring of integers of K 
and let A = Gal(K,Q). If A is a finite group with A ~4 A, then we define the 
Galois order over Zr 
MapA(A, 0,) =5 (f : A -+ nlc 1 f(hS) = f(h)s for all x E A, 6 E d}. 
We view MapB(A, 0,) as a right A-module via (~~~~~~ = f(AA’). If B is the 
Galois order Map&l, et,), then we say Gal(B/&) = A. Our use of such orders 
will usually arise from the localization of rings of integers, and the fact that the 
tensor product over H, of two Galois orders over Z1 is itself a Galois order over HI . 
If N is either a number field or a finite extension of Qr , then we denote the 
ring of integers of N by ON. If G is a group which acts on a set X, then XG is 
the set of elements of X which are fixed by G. 
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We now define the group Det(ZJ*). Let R, be the ring of virtual characters of 
r and let F be a normal number field which is large enough to ensure that each 
character x of r can be realized by a representation T : r+ GL,(DoF). For a 
Galois order !B over Zr , T induces a homomorphism of rings 
For b E GL,(!B3r) ( i.e., for a matrix with coefficients in !-IV with inverse having 
coefficients in br) we define 
(DeW(x) = WW). 
We can extend Det(b), in the natural way to a group homomorphism from R, 
into (f), @ 23)“. To be more precise G, = Gal(F/Q) acts on EJF @ B in the 
obvious way (with trivial action on 23). Then Det(b) commutes with G, action, 
i.e., Det(b) E HomoE(Rr , (DF @ 23)*). In the usual way Det(br*) is a d-module, 
where the A action is given by 
Det(b)a = Det(ba) 
for b E br*, 6 E A, and where 6 acts trivially on r. 
It is worth remarking that as b is semi-local it is well known that for all 
positive integers m 
Det(G&,@r)) = Det(Br*) 
cf. Section C of [SJ, for example. 
We are now in a position to state the main theorems. After that we give the 
logarithmic description of Det@r*). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let b be a G&is order over Hl , and let A C Gal@/&); then 
Det(Br*)” = Det(‘Pr*). 
Define S(‘Br) = Ker(Br* + Det(Br*)). Then we have an exact sequence of 
based sets 
1 -+ qwr) + wr* + Det(br*)d + w(spq + fqw*), (1.2) 
where we write Hr(Br*) in place of &(A, Br*), etc. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let 8 be a Galois order over Z, and assume that A C Gal@/&); 
then 
W(A, S(bT)) = (1). 
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Let N be a number field and let K,T(D,.J) be the Grothendieck group of 
finite C)&modules of projective dimension less than or equal to 1. 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that N is a finite Galois extension of the rationals Q, 
with the property that all prime divisors of the order of F are unramified in N/Q. 
Then the base field extension homomorphism 
is injective for all M C N. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 6. In fact, Theorems 1.3 
and 1.4 follow quite easily from Theorem 1.1 and their proofs are given in 
Section 7. 
We now proceed to describe Det(Br*) in the special case when r is an 
l-group and when !.B is the ring of integers of an unramified extension K of 6& . 
The reason for this specialization in r is that our description is at its best in this 
case. In Section 2 we can show how to reduce consideration to the case when r 
is a Q-elementary group, and in Section 5 we give a description of Det(DJ*) 
for such r. For the remainder of this section then, r is an l-group. 
If r is abelian, then it is immediate that S(B,r) = {I} (cf. (1.2)) and so if 
A = Gal(K/Q,) we have an isomorphism of d-modules 
D),r* r$ Det(QJ*). (1.5) 
Now we no longer suppose that r is abelian. Let [r, r] be the commutator 
subgroup of r, and define I’ ab = r/[r, r]. We let a, be the commutator ideal 
of w x:ve[r,rl w(l - Y). 
We let A be the kernel of the homomorphism Det(Qr*) ---z Det(D,Pb*), 
which is induced by the quotient homomorphism r--+ rub. Then we have a 
commutative diagram 





1 --+ A -+ Det(DJ*) -, Det(DJab*) + 1. 
By (1.5) the extreme right-hend vertical map is an isomorphism, while the 
central vertical map is surjective. So by the Snake lemma A = Det(1 + a,). 
Thus our aim now is to describe Det(l + aK). 
Let Vr be the set of conjugacy classes of r. For y E r we denote the conjugacy 
class of y by 7. For the sake of brevity we shall just write ‘Z in place of 9Yr when 
r is clear. Let K%? be the K vector space on %?. We define &: Kr -j K9? to be the 
K vector space map induced by the map y + 7. 
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Also we define p: KY+ Kr to be the K vector space map induced by the 
nth power map y -+ yn. We recall that if x E R, , then the central function 
x o #” is in fact a virtual character of r, which we write $*(x) (cf. Ex. 3, p. 86 of 
(8)). The homomorphisms 4%: R, --L R, are called the Adams operations. 
Let f E d be the Frobenius of K/Q, . We denote the Jacobson radical of OKr 
by rK. We define the twisted logarithmic map 
by stipulating that for r E r, 
q1 - I) = -i G + f q?L. 
VI=1 Vl=l 
(1.7) 
That this series is convergent in Krfollows from the fact that for some integer N, 
r/ C ZDKr (cf. the proof of Proposition 7.1). The map p1 had been introduced 
in (12). However, subsequently it has become clear that really one should 
consider the map 8 = 4 0 sl: 1 + r, --f K%‘. 
We shall view a virtual character x of l’as a central function on V by stipulating 
that ~(9) = x(y), for y E I’. In Proposition 3.8 we show that for all x E Rr 
x(9(1 - r)) = log(Det(1 - r)(Zx) e Det(1 - ~f)(-$“x)), (1.8) 
where log denotes the l-adic logarithm (cf. Section 3 for its definition). Because 
Rr spans the dual space of KV, from (1.8) we immediately deduce that 
-Ep((l - r)(l - r’)) = 9(1 - r) + Y(l - 49 
for r, r’ E r, , i.e., 9 is a homomorphism of d-modules. 
In Proposition 3.1 we show 
It is for this reason that we refer to 9 as an integral logarithm, and this is why we 
adjust the usual logarithm by the Adams operation I/“. 
From (1.8) it follows that Ker(9) 1 Ker(Det I1+r,). Thus we have a unique 
homomorphism of d-modules Y such that the following triangle commutes 
Det(l + r~) 
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In general Ker(v) #{I} and Im(v) are difficult to describe. However, in Section 4 
(namely by Proposition 4.21in conjunction with Proposition 3.11) we show that 
Ker(v) n Det(1 + ax) = (1) and that v(Det(1 + aK)) = @(a,) (cf. Theorem 
4.23). So from (1.6) we obtain an exact sequence 
0 + Z&aK) + Det(Dxr*) -+ DJab* -+ 1. (1.11) 
We can now see the principle which lies behind our proof of Theorem 1.1. For 
it is immediate that (nKrab*)d = HJab* and that @(a&I = Z$(ao,). So by 
considering the exact sequence (1.11) when K = Qpl , we obtain that 
Det(D,Z’*)” = Det@p*) ( =Det(DKdZ’*)). 
2 
In this section we use certain module theoretic techniques due in origin to 
Swan (see (11)) and developed by Ullom (cf. (14, 6)). This will reduce Theorem 
1.1 to the case where I’is a Q-elementary group. First though we recall the norm 
homomorphism defined by Frijhlich in Appendix VI of (2). 
Let 8 be a Galois order over Z1 , with fl = Gal(‘B/iZJ, and let d be some 
subgroup of A. Then, as in VI, Proposition 1 of (2), we have the norm homo- 
morphism 
Jv b,b A: Det@r*) -+ Det(%+‘r*), (2-l) 
given by 
PROPOSITION 2.2. With the above not&on Det(23Z’*)A/Det(BAr*) is a finite 
group. 
Proof. Let Det(b) E Det(br*)A, then clearly 
JB,aA(Det(b)) = Det(b)lAl E Det(bAr*). 
The result now follows on noting that Det(br*) is the direct product of a finite 
group of order prime to Z and a finitely generated &-module. 
Now we introduce some further notation. If .E C r, then we denote restriction 
(respectively induction) from R, to Rz (respectively from RH to R,) by Resrz 
(resp. by Indzr). For an abelian character x of E, vzrx is the co-transfer of x to an 
abelian character of r. 
We let R,,, be the ring of virtual Q-characters; that is, R,,, is generated by 
characters of representations of r which can be realized over Q. Let b and d 
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be as above, and suppose that b E Br* and $ E Rr,Q. We define $ . Det(b) E 
Hom(R, , (3, @ B)*) by stipulating that for x E R, 
(4 . DeW(x) = WWx)- 
Ullom proved the remarkable result that 4 . Det(b) E Det(br*) (cf. (6) for proof). 
Hence Det(!N’*) is an R,,,- module. Similarly we see that Det(?Pr*) and 
Det(Br*)” are also R,,o-modules. 
We now consider certain induction and restriction homomorphisms attached 
to the various Det(Br*) groups (cf. Appendices VII and VIII of (2)). Again let 
Z C r, then we have 
Res/: Det(br*) + Det(dZ*), 
Indzr: Det(BZ*) + Det(Br*), 
where for x E R, (resp. X’ E Rr) and for b E Br* (resp. b’ E ?BZ*), 
[Resrr(Det(b))l(x) = Det(b)(I~W(xN3 
[Indrr(Det(b’))](x’) = Det(b’)(Res&‘)). 
In the same way we have induction and restriction homomorphisms for 
Det(!B”P*) and Det(?.Br*)d. (F or the latter group we just observe that 
Resrz(Det(Sr*)4) and Indzr(Det(23.Z*)‘) are fixed by A from their definition.) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 4 E RzsQ , b E ST*. Then 
Indzr(+) . Det(b) = Ind(+ . ResF(Det(b))). 
(This is the crucial part in showing that Det(BP*) is a Frobenius module for the 
Frobenius functor r + Rr,Q .) 
Proof. Let x E Rr . By Frobenius reciprocity 
[Ind,‘(d) * De@)](x) = DeW(InW(4) * x) 
= Det(b)(Indzr(Resrz(x) * 4)) 
= [Res?(Det(b))l($ * Resrr(x)) 
= [$ . Resr”(Det(b))l(Resr”(x)) 
= [IndJ(+ * Resrz(Det(b))](x). 
In the same way we have 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Det(%YZ’+) and Det(23Z’*)A are Frobenius modules for the 
Frobenius functor r + R,,, . 
Let p be a rational prime number. We say that F is Q - p-elementary if r is 
the semi-direct product of a normal cyclic subgroup C of order prime to p, by a 
p-group P. We write this as r = C x1 P. r is said to be Q-elementary if r is 
Q - p-elementary for some p. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If Det(Bz*)” = Det@dC*) for all Q-elementary sub- 
groups .Z of r, then. Det(23Z’*)d = Det(‘$Vr*). 
Proof. Let E= be the identity character of r. By Brauer induction (see 
Theorem 27 in 12.6 of (8)) 
where Bi E Rx. L Q and & are Q-elementary subgroups of r. 
Let b E 23Z’; be such that Det(b) E Det(23r*)d. By Proposition 2.3 
Det(b) = n [Ind&(Oi) * Det(b)] 
= n Ind&(Oi . Re&Det(b))). 
But by hypothesis we can find bi E Bdz* such that Res?(Det(b)) = Det(bi). 
Hence 
Det(b) = n Indgi(Bi * Det(b,)) 
and the right-hand side is clearly an element of Det(!lV.F*) as is required. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If Det(Bz*)” = Det(Bdz*) for alE Q - Z-elementary 
subgroups ,E of r, then the abelian group Det(B)r*)d/Det(‘23dr*) has order prime 
to 1. 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 2.5, except that in this 
case we can only say that for some integer m, prime to I, 
fortriERz. , where the zi are Q - Z-elementary subgroups of r. (See Theorem 
28 in 12.6’2 (8).) 
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3 
Our notation is that given at the end of Section 1, with the group r now 
replaced by H. Thus K is a finite, unramified extension of Q with A = 
G4K/Q), f E A is the Frobenius of K/Q, and H is a finite Z-group. In this 
section we shall always take the cyclotomic field of 1 H Ith roots of unity as our 
sufficiently large field F introduced in Section 1 (c.f. Theorem 16 in 8.5 of (8)). 
When we wish to make clear the dependence on the group H, we write 9u and 
9r,, in place of 9 and 9r (cf. (1.7)). The most important property of 9 is 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 
Remark. Most of the proof of this proposition is essentially the dual of the 
proof of Proposition 3.1 (12). 
Proof. Let r E r, , we must show 8(1 - r) E l&Q?. We now breakC,(lrn)/n 
into the sum over those n prime to 1 and the sum over those 12 divisible by 1. 
Clearly if 71 is prime to 2, then4(Zr” . n-r) E ID,%, and so it is enough to show that 
if Ze-l 11 n with e 3 1, then 
that is, 
$(PZ - qqrnf)) E m&T. 
(In fact we will prove that (3.2) holds for r E DKH). 
Let F (resp. 9) be the associative DK algebra on noncommuting independent 
indeterminates {X,} (resp. (Y,}) for y E H. We let 
Let M (resp. N) be the set of monomial terms which occur in A (resp. in B). 
Let C, = (c) be the cyclic group of order 1”. Then C, acts on M and N via 
We define MI to be the set of monomials in M which have nontrivial C, 
stabilizer. If m E MI , then m can be written 
m = (Xyl -.a XvlJ. (3.3) 
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Let M, be the complement of Ml in M. We define a map of sets b: Ml -+ N by 
b(m) = Yy, ... Y,,e-1 ,
where m is as given in (3.3). Then b commutes with C, action and is a bijection. 
In particular b preserves C, stabilizers. 
Now suppose r = C r,y, with r, ED, . Th en we define ring homomorphisms 
by stipulating that 
WC) = rYY7 ?1(Y,) = rYY. 
We note that for all h, C(s(m~“)) = #e(m)) (resp. $(q(nc”)) = $(7(n))) for each 
m E M (resp. 12 EN). Essentially this follows on observing that O(VP) is an H- 
conjugate of O(m). 
If m E M, , then all the {rn~“}L~ are distinct in M and 
(3.4) 
And if m E Ml with stabilizer cd of order Id, then all the (rnc”}~~~ are distinct 
in M and we have 
P-d 
z, NW”)) =~-We(m)). (3.5) 
Similarly all the {b(mcA)}l,“= aredistinct in N and we have 
However, because m has stabilizer Cd, m is of the form 
and so 
Hence 
b(m) = (Y,, *.* Yvld--d)+‘. 
(3.6) 
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Now we observe that by the Binomial theorem 
xzd 3 xf@-’ mod(Ed) 
for all x E E), . Thus it follows that 
O(m) - $~(@(m))f) = 0 mod Id&H 
and from (3.4), (3.9, (3.6) we deduce (3.2) as was required. 
We recall that if L is a finite extension of Qr with I the maximal ideal of fIDL , 
then for x E I we have the I-adic logarithm 
(3.7) 
PROPOSITION 3.8. LetX E R,, then we view x as a function on Q$ as explained 
in the latter part of Section 1. We have that for all r E rK 
x(9(1 - Y)) = log[Det(l - r)(Zx) Det(l - rf)(-+x)] 
= log[Det(l - r)(Zx)(Det(l - r)(+x)f’)], 
where f’ is a Galois automorphism which induces f on K and which is trivial on the 
totally rami$ed extension Q(x) @Q Q . 
Proof. As Det(1 - rf)(-$“(x)) = (Det(1 - r)(+(x)))f’, it is enough to 
show that for any character x of H and for any Y E r, 
x o + -n<r <- = log(Det(1 - r)(x)). 
i 1 
Let T be a representation of H with character X. Let {a,} be the characteristic 
roots of the polynomial Det(X - T(r)). B ecause r E rK it follows that ai lies in the 
maximal ideal of the integers of @(ai). We have 
log(Det(1 - r>(x)) = log (fl(1 - ai)! 
= -py: 
12 
c x a W) =- -- 
n n 
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COROLLARY 3.9. For all Y, s E tK 
Y((1 - r)(l - s)) = Y(1 - r) + q1 - s). 
Proof. This follows by the additivity of the right-hand side of Proposition 3.8, 
and the fact that evaluation on the distinct irreducible characters of H is injective 
on KY?. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let A = Gal(K/Q). 2% en we have a natural homomorphism 
of A-modules v which makes the following diagram commute 
Det(1 f rK) 
Proof. By Proposition 3.8, Ker(9) r) Ker(Det Ir.+$. We recall that in this 
section we have taken F to be the field obtained by adloming the 1 H /th roots of 
unity to Q. Let TV be the group of roots of unity of the local ring of integers 
DFODK, and let pFLa be the 1-Sylow subgroup of CL. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving 
PROPOSITION 3.11. 
Ker(v) = Hom(R, , pl) 17 Det(1 f tK)+ 
From now on for brevity we shall write H+ in place of Hom(R, , &. We also 
make the obvious remark that HU, is independent of the particular unramified 
extension K. 
We must first show the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let A C H be a central subgroup of H of order 1. For all virtual 
characters x of H, Z+“(X) is infrated from H/A, i.e., #“(x) is given by composing a 
virtual character of H/A with the quotient homomorphism H - H//l. 
Proof. Clearly it is enough to show that for every irreducible character 0 
which does not occur in IndAH(EA), (0, +x) = 0. H ere E* is the identity character 
of A and (,) is the standard inner product on R, . Because 0 is irreducible and A 
is central, 0 In = e(l) .+ for some abelian character 4 of A. Indeed as 0 does not 
occur in IndAH(en), 4 must be non-trivial. 
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Let (1 = (c) and let {SJ be a set of coset representatives of H/A. Then 
Thus it is sufficient to prove that for each j, xi 0(&c”) = 0. Again as c is central 
we have 8(6#) = c$(c~) t?(s,) an d since + is non-trivial on (1 xi +(ci) = 0. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.13, Let I be the maximal ideal of the ring of integers of F @a K, let 
x E I and suppose that log(1 + x) = 0; then 1 + x is an l-power root of unity. 
(This is a trivial generalization of part of Lemma 1 in (12).) 
So to prove Proposition 3.11 it is enough to show that if Det(1 - r) E Ker(v), 
then for all x E R, 
log(Det(1 - Y)(X)) = 0. (3.14) 
We shall prove (3.14) by induction on the order of H. If H = (I), then by 
Proposition 3.8, as Det( 1 - r) E Ker(v) 
log(Det(1 - r)(k)) - log(Det(1 - r)(~))f’ = 0. 
However, the only solution to lx = d’ in K, is x = 0. Thus log(Det( 1 -r)(c)) = 0. 
So now we suppose 1 H 1 > 1. We let /l be a central subgroup of H of order 1. 
By our induction hypothesis,we may assume (3.14) to hold for all virtual charac- 
ters x inflated from H/A. However, by Proposition 3.8, as Det(1 - Y) E Ker(v) 
we have that for all x E RH 
log(Det(1 - r)(lx)) - log(Det(1 - r)(+“x))f’ = 0. 
But by Lemma 3.12 $“(x) is inflated fromH/fl; thus for all x E R, 
log(Det(1 - Y)(X)) = 0, 
which now establishes (3.16), as required. 
4 
In this section, by use of certain filtrations on group rings, we shall obtain 
detailed information on the image and kernel of the homomorphism 9 for 
l-groups. As previously noted H is an l-group, and we suppose that 1 H 1 = l”, 
J[H, H]I = P-h. In order to define the required filtration we need the following 
elementary group theoretic result. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists a chain of subgroups (Hi) of H, each Hi being 
normal in H, 
1 =H,CH,-, *+*CH, = [H,H]C-H, =H 
with the property that 
(i) (Hi:H,+,)=Zfori,O<i<n, 
(ii) For all k, n > k > h, there is a commutator ck E H, , ck $ H,,, . 
Proof. We argue by induction on I[H, HII. If [H, H] = {I}, then (ii) is 
vacuous and the result is trivial. We now observe that the last term in the lower 
central series of H is a central subgroup generated by certain commutators of H. 
By raising such a (central) commutator to the appropriate power we obtain a 
central commutator of order 1, z, say. We set H,-, = (z) and apply our induc- 
tion hypothesis to H/H,-, . 
Throughout this section K is an unramified extension of Q, with d = 
Gal(K/Q,). 
We let ulc: H + H/Hk be the quotient homomorphism. We define a, to be the 
kernel of the quotient homomorphism Z,H --f EIH/Hk . It is easily checked that 
ak = (1 - Ce>&H + ak+l for n > k > 0. More generally we define akK = 
ak(DK) = DK @r, ak . Then for 1 < k < n we have an isomorphism of rings 
DKH mod akK z DK(H/Hk) (4.2) 
and an isomorphism of d-groups 
DKH* ___ r; BK(HjH,)*. 
1 + akK 
(4.3) 
We now introduce various ideals which we shall need for our filtrations. 
In Proposition 7.1 we show that there is a positive integer N such that rN C 
Z&H, where r is the Jacobson radical of Z,H. We now fix N to be the least such 
integer. We define distinct two-sided ideals {lji} for all positive integers i, by 
stipulating that 
bo = &H, 
lji = (ri, Z)ZlH for 0 < i < N, 
lji = li-N+lEIH for i > N. 
It is immediate that ZIji C lji+1 for all i > 0, and that for i > 0, IJt C lji+l . 
Let n > k > h, and let i be a non-negative integer. We define distinct two- 
sided ideals b,,i for i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . by setting 
bk.i = (I - ck)bj + ak+l . 
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For fixed K, we then delete any repetitions in the chain of ideals {bk,j}, to obtain, 
with the natural ordering, a chain of two-sided i&H ideals {bk,i}. 
Then, because by (4.2) ck is central mod aKfl , it is easily verified that for all 
i>O 
[If i 2 1 this follows from the fact that for r > 0 lj,2 C br+i, while that 
b&s C bk,i follows because (1 - c&H C r.] 
We recall that Fl+ = ZjZZ (with trivial action) is the only simple right &H- 
module; cf. 15.6 of (8). S f o or each K we can refine the chain of right modules 
{b,,J to a chain of right modules {c,,,> m = 0, 1,2 .*. with the property that 
(Ck,, : clesnz+i) = I for all m 3 0. 
More generally we set c:,~ = c~,~(&) = DK @ ck,m . Because bi,i C br,i+l 
for all i > 0 we can deduce that for all m > 0 
and so we obtain an isomorphism of d-modules 
-A,GL,~K@F,. 1+ c,K, 
1 + e,m+1- 5&n+1- 
(4.5) 
Observe that we have an isomorphism of Z,H modules 
b k II .L = (1 - d&H + ak+l 




Thus necessarily we must have that b,,, = c~,~ and bk,i = ck,l . 
It is important to bear in mind that the chain of right &H-modules {c,,,,} 
depends on our original chain of groups {Hi}. So sometimes we shall refer to 
{c,,,,) as a standard c-chain taken with respect to the chain of subgroups {H,). 
If we define H’ = u,-,(H), then on applying zc,-i to the chain of groups {Hi}, 
we obtain a chain {Hi) of H’ normal subgroups 
1 = H;-,CH’,_aC ~..CH; = H’, 
which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 4.1, with H’ in place of H. 
(4.6) It is immediate that {u,-,(c,,,)} for n - 1 > k > h is then a standard 
c-chain taken with respect to the chain of subgroups {Hi}. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let (1 - ck)x E cfm , where m 3 1 and x E 0,H. Then 
t1 - ck)xz E &IL+I. 
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Proof. For any element or set of elements of nKH, we denote the corre- 
sponding image in XIDK(H/Hk+J by -. We suppose that 
b,c,i+l 2 ck,m - bk,j . = c 
Recall (bk.,,; bJCJ = Z, so that m > 1 implies thatj > 1. Because ck,m+r 2 ok+l , 
it is sufficient to show (1 - C,)X’ E Ck,m+r . Now we make the elementary observa- 
tion that because ck has order 1 
(1 - E,)l = Zu(l - Q, 
where u is a unit in the group ring hr(&). We kIIOW that for SOme Y, bk,i = bk,r 
and bk,j+l = hrfl; so that (1 - fk)x = (1 - c,)L for some h E hrK. Thus as 
E, is central in H/H,+, , we have 
and so 
(1 - t,y x” = (1 - E# R = (1 - E,)11 
which implies that 
Zu(1 - F,) xl = Zu(1 - c,)71”, 
(1 - Ck) xl = (1 - Ck) h’. 
However, as j 3 1, we have r > 1 and so brL c br+r . Hence (1 - Sk)%’ E 
6k,j+, C ~~++r as is required. 
The aim of the remainder of this section is to show that for i > h, and for all 
m > 0, 9(1 + c~,~) = Z4(ci.,J. We th en use this result to describe Det(1 + ci,?,J. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Suppose that H is non-abelian (so that n > h). Then for al2 
??l>,O 
Jql + Ll,m) = w#L.m>. 
Proof. We recall that as cf-, = 1, 
(1 - c,J = Zu( I - c,-1) (4.9) 
for some u E zz(c,-,)*. Again because ck-, = 1 and because c,-~ is central, we 
see that @((l - c,&) = 0, for all x E X)KH. 
Now let (1 - c,-r)x E cfel,, . Using (4.9) and (4.4) it is easily checked that all 
terms in the expansion of =Pr( 1 - (1 - c,+r) x , except possibly the first and Zth ) 
terms, belong to Zc~,,,,,, . Hence 
&( 1 - (I - c,&) rr: --I( 1 - c,-Jx - I( 1 - c,-r) xzu mod ZC~-~,~+~ . (4.10) 
Thus, as c:-r,, is a right n),H-module, we see that 
J-q1 + L7J c wLn>. (4.11) 
481/66/2-z 
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If further m > 0, then by Lemma 4.7 and (4.10) we have 
q( 1 - (I - c,&) = --I( 1 - c,& mod &I.,+ I . 
So by a standard convergence argument we deduce that for m > 0 
q1 + c-1.m) 2wLn). 
From (4.11) it is now enough to show that 
ML,o) = #el,l>. (4.12) 
By our choice of c,-r in Proposition 4.1, we have y, 6 E H such that c,-r = 
y-l+& 
Let zEH up E D,H, with u, E D, . Then 
@ 1 a,a (1 - c,-J = C a,y(l - h-11 + a& - Y)(l - GA a a 
and c q(l - cnvl) E Ker(#) since #(r - Vy8) = 0, while C @,(a - r) is in the 
augmentation ideal of D,H SO that (C a,(a - y))(l - G-I) E bE1.r = &,I * 
(4.12) is now shown. 
COROLLARY 4.13. 
4p(l + &) = I$(aE-,). 
Proof. Set ?IL = 0 in Proposition 4.8. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. For alI i 2 h and all m 2 0 
The main idea for the proof of this proposition is to reduce consideration to 
the case i = n - 1 by arguing by induction on the group order and by consi- 
dering the quotient group I-I’ = H/(c,,-J. F rom now on, for brevity, we write c 
in place of cnp1 .
First we need two lemmas for our induction argument. 
LEMMA 4.15. 
(b((l - C) ICH) n ID& = +(Eat-,). 
Proof. The inclusion 3 is trivial; we now show C. Now <c> acts on Q, in a 
well-defined way by multiplication, since it is a central subgroup of H. Let 
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A E $33 be such that +(( 1 - c)h) E I&%‘. Then with the above multiplication we 
can write #(( 1 - c) . A) = (1 - c) . #(A). We suppose 
(1 - c)~(~) = CY&* 
? 
Case 1. cy = F: In this case it is immediate that yi, = 0. 
Case 2. c . + # j? Then because yy E 20, 
and so we must have that 
xs’ Ez xc7 SE *-* xcz-+ mod lDK. 
Now we define x,iy = z,it - zP (E IQ,). By case 1 
(1 - c) +(A) = (1 - c) c X7 * p 
YlC”W 
= (1 - c) * C’x&l + c a** c”-“)Y + (1 - c)C’ i s~Pcc”. 7
i-l 
where the sum C’ is taken over representatives y of the conjugacy classes which 
are, in turn, representatives of the non-trivial {c) orbits in V. 
We will denote the quotient homomorphism H -+H’ by 4, and we will 
abbreviate %‘nt to $9. There exists a unique K vector-space map T, which makes 
the following diagram commute 
LEMMA 4.16. 
Ker(q 0 (b) = Ker(& + (1 - c)KH. 
Proof. As in the previous lemma the central subgroup <c) acts on Q. We fet 
VI (resp. Vs) be the set of conjugacy classes fixed by c (resp. not fixed by c). 
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From our commutative diagram 
i.e., 
Kertq 0 4) 1 Ker(4 + Ker(q), 
3 Ker(+) + (1 - c)KH. 
So we must show 
Ker(q 0 4) C Ker(#) + (1 - c)RH. 
Let X E Ker(v 0 (b). We can write 
where p E Ker(4) an d h w ere the y (resp. y’) are elements of H which represent 
WI (resp. which represent a conjugacy class of each (c) orbit of g2). 
We now observe that the fibres of rl on @?’ are precisely the various (c> orbits 
of V. Then as 7 0 (b(A) = 0 we deduce that each 
xy = 0, -q xc’v’ = 0. 
It follows in the usual way that xi x,+~+y’ E (1 - c)ICI-l and so A E Ker(# + 
(1 - c)KH. 
We now prove Proposition 4.14 by showing 
(a> SU + c&J C WC&d 
@I s(l + c&n> 3 W&d 
Proof of (a). Let x E c& . Because the (q(c&& become a standard c chain in 
H’ (see (4.6)), arguing by induction on the group order we can find y E ctpn such 
that 
-Go + 404) = WqW)- 
Since q 0 L?& = 3& 0 q, we have $’ 0 q($4;,,(1 + x) - Zy) = 0. Hence 
A&(1 + x) - Zy E Ker(n 0 a), and so by Lemma 4.16 
where p E Ker(#), X E KH. So applying (b we get that 
-%x(1 -I- x) - Q(y) E +((I - WH). 
However, by Proposition 3.2 the left-hand side is an element of 1X&%‘. So by 
Lemma 4.15, $((l - c)A) E #(Z&J. Thus if i < tz - 1, we are done because 
c& 3 aE-I. On the other hand, if a = 7a - 1 we are done by Proposition 4.8. 
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Proof of(b). Let y E cEm . Again by induction hypothesis we can find x E c&, 
such that 
=%I0 + 4(x)) = WMYN- 
As in the proof of (a) we may deduce that 
%I(1 + 4 - MY) = Ml - +v 
for some X E KH. And again by Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 4.15 we obtain that 
Z&l + X) - Z$( y) E +(Z&,). So that if i < n - 1 we are done by Corollary 
4.13, while if i = n - 1 we are done by Proposition 4.8. 
Let L r) K 3 Q be finite, unramified field extensions. Recall from (2.1) that 
we have the norm homomorphism 
LEMMA 4.17. Let L and K be as above. Let b E bf, j; then there exists d E 1 + b$ 
such that 
(i) Det(d) = N&(Det(l + b)) 
(ii) d E 1 + Tr,,,(b) mod bfj . 
Proof. Let (xi} be a basis of DL over DOK and suppose (1 + b)xi = C a,,jxf 
with a,,j E D, + bEj . Then for each uk E Gal(L/K) 
(1 + b) xpL = c ai,jxF. (4.18) 
Taking determinants and using the fact that the matrix (xy) is non-singular, we 
have that for each x E RH 
[J&K D41 + b)l(x) = Det(h>)(x). (4.19) 
We now let A = (a,,j), % = DK + btj and we denote the residue ring 
93 mod btj+, by %. Since bf,j C bi,j+l we see that % is a commutative ring. If 
Y E % then we denote its image in g by F. 
Because !R is semi-local (being a izr order) by Chapter V, 4.1 of (1) we can find 
products of elementary matrices El , E2 (with coefficients in ‘%) such that 
ElAE2 is upper triangular with 
(4.20) 
SO by (4.19), M&(Det(l + 6)) = Det(d). H owever, considering the image of 
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(4.20) in the commutative ring w, we have a = det(&J But by (4.18), because 
the relative dis~ri~nant of L/K det(xp)2 E t3; , we have 
det(Q = N&l + 6) 
= 1 + TrdQ, 
and the Lemma is now shown. 
PROFOSITION 4.21. 
Det(1 + ah”) n H,, = (1). 
(cf. Proposition 3.11 to recall the definition of HP, .) 
Proof. Letfe He, n Det(1 + abx) and assume for contradiction thatf + 1. 
Clearly for some 71 > i > h 
f~ Det(1 + aiK), f4 Det(l + af+,). 
We now show that for somej 
(4.22) 
For suppose thatf = Det(1 + ci,$) for all j > 0 with ci,j E c& . By the compact- 
ness of fIKH and the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem we can find a convergent 
subsequence {~,,,~)j = l,..., co with ci,,, 
k 
-+ a E b,H. However, as the c$,~ are 
all closed, we must have a E 0 ciSj = a,+l . Because Det is continuous, f = 
Det(1 + a). This is a contradiction and so (4.22) is shown. 
From Proposition 4.14 we see that v induces an epimorphism of Gal(K/QJ 
modules 
Det(1 + ctj) 
” Det(1 + c&+~) 
: (b(Cfi> 
M&+1) 
for each unramified extension K/Q,. Further, because cF3 = X& @ cz;, we 
observe that the right-hand side is either 11) for all such K, or, is isomorphic to 
EIK OF,. However, by Lemma 4.6 the left-hand side is a quotient (of 
Gal(K/Q,)-modules) of DK @ Ft . Thus we have shown that t, is either null for 
all such K, or, is an isomorphism for all such R. 
But by Proposition 3.11 V( f ) = 1; so by (4.20) the above Y must be null for all 
unramified K/Q . 
Let ES be the exponent of H@, , and let L/K be the unramified extension of K of 
degree IS. We can find x E D= such that Tr,,,(x) = 1. 
Let f = Det(1 + c,,J, where cd.3 E c$ . We consider Det(1 + XC& E 
Det(1 f c&). Because r; is null for all unramified extensions of Qr , we can find 
b E c$ , b 3 xciSi mod c&+r such that Det(1 f b) E Ker(v). Thus by Proposition 
3.11, Det(1 +~)EH,~ andconsequently, aspznL=pznQ1, Det(l +b) is 
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fixed under G~(~~~~) t ac ion. Applying Lemma 4.17 we can find d E 1 + c$ 
such that 
(i) Det(d) = X&(Det(l + b)) = Det(1 + b)E’. 
= 1. 
(ii) d E 1 + Tr,,,(b) mod c&+~ 
z 1 + TrL&) . ci,j mod c$+~ 
z 1 + c~,~ mod c$+~ .
Hence f = Det(d-l(l + cd,)) E Det(1 + ctj+Jr which contradicts (4.22) 
The above Proposition and Proposjtion 3.11 now yield 
THEOREM 4.23. For euch u~urn~ed extension K/C& , Y yields an ~~~ph~ 
of Gal(K/Q) modules 
v: Det(1 + ah”) 3 l$(ahK). 
More generally suppose 9.3 = Map&l, X&J with d = Gal(~~~~). If {hi) is 
a right transversal d\R then we have an isomorphism of n-modules 
given by f ---)r @ b(&‘) @ hi . In the same way we have a further isomorphism of 
A-modules 7: +(a@)) 3: ai +(a@)) @ h, . 
We now define 
v: De@ + a,(‘%)) + MadW), 
where for C, f,y E a,(B) 
v (Det (1 + x f,y)) = 7-l (0 v (I + 1 f,(h;%) 0 Ai). 
i 
Y is easily seen to be a A-module homomorphism, and it is immediate from 
Theorem 4.23 above that Y is an ~somorp~m. So we have shown 
THEOREM 4.24. If B is a Gulois order over & with A = Gal@/&), then we 
have an isomorphism of A-modules 
v: Det(l + a,@)) - ~~(a~(~)). 
5 
In this section we show 
THEOREM 5.1. Let r be a 02 - l-elementary group and let 23 be a Galois order 
over & with d C G~~~l~~). Then 
Det(bF*)’ = Det(BQ’*). 
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The main idea in the proof of this theorem is to develop a technique which 
will enable us to pass from Det(dT*) with I’ a Q - ~-elementary group, to 
a certain subgroup of Det(B’H*), w h ere s3’ is another Galois order and where 
H is a subgroup of r of E-power order. We shalltthen be able to apply the results 
of the previous section. 
As r is Q - l-elementary, we may fix an isomorphism r = C >a P (with the 
terminology of Section 2). If 6: C--t (L,,} is an abehan character of order BE, 
then we have the twisted group ring Z[<,f 0 P. We denote the Galois order 
23 0~ ~[Lhl by b, and 2&o P is the corresponding twisted group ring. We have 
a ring isomorphism 
23rg @ 8,oP. 
mtlCt 
This isomorphism yields an isomorphism of d-modules 
Det(bl”*) z @ Det(b, o P*). 
111 
Thus in order to establish Theorem 5.1 it is enough to show that for each 
mllCl 
THEOREM 5.2. 
Det(b, 0 P*)d = Det(bmd 0 P*). 
For each abelian character .!J of C (with order wz, say), conjugation yields a 
group homomorphism vt. P --+ Aut(&J. We let H,* = Ker(v,), A, = PK. 
Since H, acts trivially on C/Ker(f), on factoring out by Ker(&), we obtain a 
direct product of groups C/Ker(E) x H, . Thus we may view 5 as a character of 
this group, and whence, by inflation, we view 6 as an abelian character of 
C NH,. 
If 8 is a character of H, , then again, by inflation, we may view B as a character 
ofC xH,. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. With notation as above, every irreducible character of r is 
of the form Indr 
character ts m-e?~%f.‘)’ 
with 0 an irreducible character of H, . Further every such 
. . 
(For proof see 8.2 of (8).) 
Once and for all we fix a character 5 and we will write A (resp. H) in place 
of A, (resp. H,). W e now wish to construct a homomorphism of d-modules 
p: Det(23, 0 P*) -+ Det(b,H*), 
where Det(?&H*) has the usual meaning. (Since H has trivial action on 23, , 
5&H is the usual integral group ring of 8, over H). 
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We fix a transversal {pi} of P/H. If x E 23, 0 P, then we can write pix = C ai,jpj 
with ai,i E 23,H. Let T be a representation of C ~1 H with character 66, where 0 
is an irreducible character of H. In the usual way T induces an algebra homo- 
morphism on 23,H. We set 
T&4 = GYad 
T, then corresponds to a representation of I’ with character Ind~,,(@). 
Now (a,,j) E Ml,j(B,H). Because 2JmH is a semi-local ring, from Chapter V, 
4.1 of (I), we can find products of elementary matrices El , E, such that E,(a,,j)E, 
is upper triangular with 
E1(aij) E, = 
So now we observe that for all 0 E R, , and for all x E !Bm o P* 
Det(x)(IndgM, @) = D&(d)(O). (5.4) 
We define p(Det(x)) = Det(d). Clearly p yields a well-defined homomorphism 
of d-modules 
CL: Det(Sm 0 P*) + Det(b,H*). 
Further from (5.4) it also follows that p is injective. 
P-conjugation induces a well-defined group monomorphism 
A Lt Aut(Det(!&H*)) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(this map is injective because A 4 Aut(c,) is). Let p E P, then obviously 
Det(x0) = Det(x) for each x E 8, 0 P*. However, it is easily checked that 
,u(Det(x’)) = Det(&) 
so that Im(p) C Det(!ZSmH*)*. Later on we will show that 
Im(p) = Det(?&,H*)*. 
We have a norm operator 
NA: Det(B,H*) -+ Det(B,H*)*, 
(5.7) 
which is given by NA(Det( y)) = ni Det( y”i). 
However, if x E !&H* (viewed for once as a subring of !& 0 P*), then from 
the definition of p we see that 
and so 
p(Det(x)> = N.dDet(x)), 
Im(p) 2 Im(NA). (5.8) 
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(5.9) We now recall that from (1.5), if H is an abelian group, then we can 
identify b,H* and Det(b,H*). 
LEMMA 5.10. If H is abelian then 
N,(b,H*) = (!-BJ,H*)A. 
Proof. Let r (resp. ~(23,)) be the Jacobson radical of&H (resp. B,H). From 
the surjectivity of norms of finite fields we are reduced to showing 
NA(1 + r(a,)) = 1 + #$,I)~* 
Note that because 8, is unramified r(S),) = 23, @ t. By the Binomial theorem 
we can find some integer N such that rN C l&H. We define &H ideals bi by 
lji = (rd, 2) for 1 < i < N, I& = (kN+l) f or i > N. Indeed, we observe that the hi 
are stable under A action (essentially because r is). Now we observe that 
(a> fC C h+l . 
As A is an I-group, we can refine the chain of &A-modules {II,} into a chain of 
modules {ii} where j,, = r and 
(b) jr/jj+i z F1 (with trivial action) 
(cf. p. 141 of (8)). Then from (a) and (b), using the fact that ?.I& is a flat &-algebra, 
we obtain an isomorphism of &A-modules 
Let x E (1 + 23), @ b)“; then t?,(x) E (!& @Ft)A = 2YSmA @ F, . As 23, OF, 
is a free F,A-module, we can find t E 1 + b, @ jj such that xaEA ej(t)” = 
oi(x). Whence ej(NA(t)) = e,(x), and so xNA(t-l) E (1 + 23, 0 jj+i)A. The 
result now follows using a standard convergence argument. 
We now define an action of A on +(?&H) as follows. Let OL E A and choose 
p E P such that p I+ 01 under the quotient homomorphism P -+ A. Then for each 
x E 23,H we set 
This action is well defined because of course +(x - xv) = 0 for y E H. We have 
the trace map 
TrA: #b&n)) - +(%(%dA 
given by Tr.&(X)) = CEE~(b(x)a. 
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We now wish to show that in fact v commutes with A-action (cf. Corollary 
3.10 for definition of v). We will then have a commutative diagram 




Det(l + ah(24dA y ~~~ah%))A. 
We are required to show that if v(Det(x)) =4(z) with x E 1 + a$.&), z E a&&J, 
then for each p E P, v(Det(xD)) = $(zp). However, 
v(Det(x0)) = 9(x”) 
= $ o -%J-‘v> 
= 5% -l=wlf), 
and since +(x) = $(ZI(x)), +(z”) = $(dz;(x)p), which yields the required result. 
LEMMA 5.11. 
TQi%b(~m))) = db@mNA. 
Proof. The proof is very close to that of Lemma 5.10, except that everything 
is now additive. Consequently we only sketch the proof. First we find a chain of 
i&A-modules {ii} in $(ah) with j0 =4(a,), iJji+r g F, (with trivial action) and with 
the property that t+r are a basis of open neighborhoods of zero with respect to the 
Z-adic topology. Then we obtain an isomorphism of &A-modules 
The result then follows by the surjectivity of the trace 23, @ Fl -+ BmA @ Fl and 
by using a standard convergence argument. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. There is an exact sequence of A-modules 
0 -+ +(a&B,))A 7 Det(B,H*)A 7 (!B2)mHab*)A ---+ 1. 
Proof. Here u is defined to be the composite 
Det(B,,,H*)A -+ Det(23,H”b*)A g (!BjnHab*)A. 
That ZJ is surjective is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.10. 
From (4.2) Ker(u) = Det(1 + ah(B,))A and by Theorem 4.24 there is an 
isomorphism of A-modules 
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So as v commutes with A-action we have an isomorphism 
Det( 1 + ah(%,J)* 2 ~~(ah(%,J)*. 
COROLLARY 5.13. 
(Det(B,H*)A)d = Det(B,‘YI*)*. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that 
((!BmHQb*)A)A = ((!BjmHab*)d)A = (%tm”Hab*)* 
and that 
(44-W&J)*)” = (Mah) OZ, %J”)* 
= d(ah(f&9*. 
PROPOSITION 5.14. The homomorphism of A-modules 
CL: Det(!& 0 P*) + Det(&H*)* 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. From (5.5) we know that p is injective and Im(p) 1 Im(NA) by (5.8). 
So to show (5.7) it is sufficient to show 
N,(Det(b,H*)) 1 Det(23mH*)A. (5.15) 
Let Det(x) E Det(B,,H*)*. By L emma 5.10 and Proposition 5.11 we can find 
y E B,H* such that 
+A(Det(Y))) = 4DeW). 
Thus as v commutes with A-action 
However, by Lemma 5.11 we can find b E a,(!&) such that 
Hence 
l Tr,(#@)) = v(N,(Det(y-‘)) Det(x)). 
N,(++(b))) = N,(Det(Y-‘)) Det(x), 
which establishes surjectivity as required. 
We now see that Theorem 5.2 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.13 
and Proposition 5.14, as 
p(Det(233nzP*)d) = (Det(23q,H*)A)d 
= Det(B,“H*)* 
= p(Det(bmdP*). 
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6 
By Theorem 5.1 and Propositions 2.6 and 2.5, in order to prove our main 
result, Theorem 1 .l, it is sufficient to show 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let B be a Galois order over h, and let A C Gal(b/HJ. For 
all Q - p-elementary groups r, with p # 1, the quotient group 
has l-power order. 
(6.2) In the usual way we suppose B = Map,(fl, 0,) with ,Z = Gal(K/Q,). 
Let hi be a left transversal of A/Z. Then via evaluation on the hi we have a ring 
isomorphism 
Ll:z) 
23= @ DK. 
i=l 
At one point in our proof of Proposition 6.1 it will be vital to assume that 
Card(DD, @L,) > 3. (6.3) 
We now explain why in fact we make this assumption without any loss of 
generality. Let L be the unramified field extension of Q, of degree 1. Clearly 
23 or, 8, satisfies condition (6.3). We view d c+ Gal@ @0,/Z,) in the 
natural way, and we let B = B BB1 Qt. 
Suppose then that Proposition 6. I holds for 23 @ XJL---we show then that it 
holds for s. Let x E %Tr* be such that Det(x) is fixed by A. By hypothesis we can 
find y E 2V @ DLr* so that for some integer iV, Det(x)lN = Det( y). Now we 
consider the norm homomorphism 
As Det(x) is fixed by Gal(L/QJ 
NBdOL,+(Det(y)) = Det(y)(“ol) 
= Det(xzN+‘). 
So we have shown Det(XzNfl) E Det($“r*) as required. From now on then we 
shall assume that (6.3) holds. 
We take r to be of the form 
r = (C x C) >a P, 
where C = (c) (resp. C’) is cyclic of l-power order (resp. of order prime to I), 
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and where P is a p-group with p J: 1. We view r’ = C’ >a P as a quotient of r 
in the natural way. Then we have the natural ring homomorphism r: !BL’--+ br’. 
Let {&} be representatives of the Gal(F/Q) orbits of irreducible characters of 
L”. In the usual way we have an isomorphism of algebras 
where Dj is a division algebra with center Cj = Q(&) (that is Q adjoined the 
values of $j). We let dj2 = (Di : C,), tlIj = Dcj . 
Our aim is to show that we have an isomorphism 
(6.5) 
Let S be a simple Q,r’ module, let S be the decomposition mod(Z) of S, 
i.e., if L is a I” stable Zr lattice in S, then S g L @ Ft . Since (1 r’ 1, I) = 1, 
from Proposition 43 in 15.5 of [8] we have that S is a simple F,r’-module. By 
Theorem 1 in Chapter X in [15], Endr,,t(L) is the maximal order of the 
division ring Endoss( Since S = L @ F, we have 
Endr,,,(L) OF, c-+ End,,,(E). 
However, as the right-hand side is a commutative field, we can deduce that 
Endozr,(S) must necessarily be a commutative field. (For otherwise End(L) 0 F, 
would be a matrix ring and so have zero divisors.) 
Let S be a simple Qer’-module with Dj = Endor( Suppose that S Q Q, = 
0 mj.kSk , where the Sk are distinct, simple Q$‘-modules. As all the Sk corre- 
spond to Galois conjugate characters (over Q) we see that mj,, is a constant 
independent of k. We denote this constant by m. If we denote the division 
algebra Endo,r(Sk) by Dj,lc , then we have an isomorphism 
Dj 0 Ql s @ Mm(Dj,k)* 
However, in the previous paragraph we showed that the various End(&) are in 
fact commutative fields. Thus as Dj @ Q, has center Cj @ Qr , we must have 
and indeed by counting dimensions we see that m = d, . Because all maxima1 
orders in BP are conjugate, from (6.4) and the above we obtain an isomorphism 
(6.5). 
It is immediate from (6.5) that the Jacobson radical of ?2V’ is lbr’. Further 
because C = (c) is a normal subgroup of l-power order, (1 - c)fB3r is contained 
in the Jacobson radical of ST, r(!Br), say. So from the above we deduce that 
r(W) = (1 - c, z>sr. 
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By (4.2) we have that VT induces an isomorphism of groups 
23r* br’* 
7r: 1 + r(W) 3” 1 + I?IW ’ 
which in turn induces a surjection 
Det(‘W*) Det(BT’*) 
” Det(1 + r(W)) * Det(1 + Z!W’) * 
From (6.5) we have that evaluation on all the various (q59} yields surjections 
e: Det@T’*) + n (& @ 8)* 





e’ Det(1 + @U”) 
-+ n (C& @ 23)* mod(l). j 
LEMMA 6.9. (i) If k is a finite field with Card(k) > 3, then for all natural 
numbers m > 1 
GLm(k)ab z k*. 
(ii) Let the Gal& order 23 satisfy (6.3). Then we have an isomorphism 
(Fl @ 2T’*)ab E fl(Cr, @ 8)” mod(l). 
Proof. Part (i) is shown in Satz 6.10, Chapter 2 of [7]. Part (ii) follows from (i) 
and the reduction mod (2) of (6.5). 
So by (6.6), (6.7), (6.8) and the above Lemma we have a commutative diagram 
Det(?N’*) 
Det(1 + r(23r)) 
A Det(W’*) - --+ n (6, @ 6)” mod(l). 
Det(l + EM”) j 
Further, all homomorphisms are seen to be surjective. So by counting, the 
composite 
Det(BI’*) 
e ’ e’ Det(1 + r(bI’)) - n (& 0 23)* mod(Z) j (6.9) 
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is an isomorphism (of d-modules). Correspondingly, we have an isomorphism 
Det(Bdr*) 
” ” Det(1 + r(!IV~)) 
+ n (Ej @ W)* mod(l). (6.10) i 
Now let x E br* with Det(x) fixed by A. Because (& @ b OF,)“ = (Xi @ 
!Bd @ Fr (since %/Or is unramified), we can find y E 23°F” such that 
Thus we have shown 
t9 0 e(Det(xy-l)) = 1. 
Det(%F*)d 
Det(B”r*) = 
Det(1 + r(%3r))“ Det(?@‘r*) 
Det(!XYr*) 
zzz Det(1 + r(23r))A 
Det(1 + r(!$3r))A n Det(d”r*) 
and this latter group is a quotient of two pro-Z-groups. However, the left-hand 
side is finite by Proposition 2.2. Thus Proposition 6.1 is shown. 
7 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. From the exact sequence of 
based sets (1.2), by Theorem 1.1, in order to show Hi@, S(br*)) = {I}, it is 
sufficient to show 
PROPOSITION 7.1. 
Hl(d, ?w*) = (1). 
Proof. We suppose that 93 = Map&l, OK), where Z = Gal(K/Q,) with 
K/Q1 an unramified field extension. We have the Mackey restriction isomorphism 
of A modules 
where UZ = &L-l and where (O,r*), is nKr* viewed as an o.Z module by 
stipulating that (b)rrool-’ = b” for a E Z. 
However, by I, 5.8 of [lo] (which . is essentially the non-abelian version of 
Shapiro’s lemma) we have a bijection of based sets 
Hl(d, Map,,&, (D&*)J) f-f WA n a-C (Dd’*)J. 
So without loss of generality from now on a may take 23 = DK and A C L’. We 
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let k be the residue classfield of K, and we let r be the Jacobson radical of Zrf. 
Because K/Q, is unramified, 0, @ r is the Jacobson radical of Q,,r. From 
Wedderburn’s theorem we have isomorphisms 
where the ki arc finite fields of characteristic 1. However, using Proposition 3 on 
p. 159 of [9] we easily obtain that 
W(A, GL,(k$ @ k)) = {If. 
Thus it is enough to show H’(1 /- DK @ P) = {l). NOW the ring F,F is 
Artinian and so has nilpotent Jacobson radical, f, say. Since all maximal ideals 
of &r contain l&T, it is clear that f -= r @P, . Thus for some least integer N, 
rN C E&r. We now define two sided &r-ideals bi , by setting b, A (ri, 2) for 
1 c i < N, hi 7 li-N+iZll’ for i > N. Then 1 + l&/l + hiti g b&,+, is a . 
finite Fr vector space. correspondingly we have isomorphisms of A-modules 
1 +n,,otii I)KObi --__--.- N ----. 
1 -t OK 0 bi+, - OK 0 bi+1 
Since 13, is a flat 2& algebra, this is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of k and 
is consequently a freeFtd-module. Thus we have 
N’(A, 1 -+ D, @r&/l + a, @ hi+r) = (1) 
and so the Proposition now follows by a standard convergence argument. 
NOW we set out to prove Theorem 1.4. So, as in the statement of the theorem 
we suppose N is a finite Galois extension of Q such that the primes dividing the 
order of r are non-ramified in N/Q. Let the field F be as given in Section 1. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 8’3 N, just by enlarging F if 
necessary. 
In [6] and [4] Frohlich has described an isomorphism 
HomG(,,d%, (0~ 0 EN 0 %)*I K”T(D,r) gg @ ------_I_--- 
P Det((QO,r @Z,)*) ’ 
where the direct sum is taken over all finite rational primes p. Clearly then 
Ker(K,II’(D,r) - &T(O,r)) is isomorphic to 
481/66/2-3 
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We let A = Gal(N/M), and we let x E (DONI’ @Z,)*. Then 
implies that for all 6 E A and for all x E R, 
that is, 
(Det(x)(x*-I))” = Det(x); 
Det(9) = Det(x). 
Thus we see that Ker(K,T(O,J) + K,T(D,F)) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
However, by Theorem 1.1 this group is trivial at p dividing 1 r 1, while if 
( p, 1 r I) = 1 then DNr @ Z, is a maximal order. So for such p we have 
Det((D,J 0 &,I*) = HomG(FIN)(R, T (Q 0 G 0 GJ*), 
Det((DJ 0 &)*I = HomG(FdR~ j (0~ 0 0~ 0 G)“). 
Consequently it is immediate that for such p 
Det((DO,r @ H,)*)d = Det((DO,r 0 HP)*). 
This completes our proof of Theorem 1.4. 
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